THE NEW GENERATION OF AGRI-LIGHTING
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AGRO HIGH POWER LED LIGHTING SYSTEM

The new generation of agri-lighting
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Lighting, as an economical factor

In indoors poultry farming the only light the animals come
in contact with are artificial lights, so it’s our duty to copy
natural lighting conditions and phenomena as sufficiently as
possible. This isn’t just a matter of animal welfare but an
economical decision as the optimal lighting conditions
affect the biological yield!

Birds’ vision sensitivity

The birds’ vision and eye-sensitivity are much more delicate
than humans’, so the light frequencies creating fluid images
in human brain are showing fragmented motion to the birds
and thus affecting their comfort and through this the
biological yield.
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Comparison of LED illuminators used in the
poultry industry
Dilaco Agro High Power
LED Spot

Common LED bulb

Performance:
1-9 W

Performance:
1-12 W

Optical controllability:
between 5°-120°

Optical controllability:
not controllable

Maximal illuminating range:
10-12 meters

Maximal illuminating range:
2-3 meters

Dimmability:
100%

Dimmability:
not suitable, or poorly dimmable

Protection:
IP67

Protection:
only protected with costly socket and
dome

Cooling:
big custom exothermic heat sink

Cooling:
no

Controllability:
with two-way mobile frame

Controllability:
one way hanging

Overvoltage protection:
exist

Overvoltage protection:
no

Voltage range:
3-3,5V DC

Voltage range:
240 V

Switching frequency:

400 KHz (400000 Hz)

Frequency:
50 Hz

The most optimal solution regarding
animal welfare as its frequency exceeds
the birds’ frequency sensitivity.

Because of the line frequency (50Hz) the
birds see it as flashing light, making it
unfit for the poultry.
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Our system
DILACO AGRO HIGH POWER LED SPOT



Equipped with special optics for
precise light direction



Developed for industrial needs,
resistant to dust, high pressure water
and corrosive gases



With IP67 protection



Lasts 50 000 hours



Low voltage (3V)



1-6 W performance

The system can cover the whole barn’s illumination with
homogeneous brilliance even in multi-layered caged and
voliere barns without unnecessary light-pollution.
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Our system
DILACO LED DIMMER



High (400 000 Hz) switching frequency



sensitive, ungraded and flicker free
lightning control



Perfectly nature identical sunlight
simulation



tiny amplitude changes at the highest
brilliance level for avoiding monotony

With the hypersensitive brilliance control of the LED
Dimmers the nature identical lighting conditions are
achievable, which is the key to further raise the
animals' comfort level and thus their productivity!
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Our system
DILACO AGRO LIGHT-COMPUTER



Able to control 6 different lighting
sections



Pre-installed with lighting programs
recommended by breeders



Open for custom programming



Able to store programs as long as the
birds’ entire lifetime



All parameters are modifiable

Fully automatized light-computer developed directly
to fit all the needs of poultry farming!
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Rate of return
Likely to return in a year
Uniquely fast rate of return due to the 90% energy saving
caused by the LED Spots and the significant biological plus (6
-8%) in consequence of the close-to-natural lighting
conditions.
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Custom planning
Uniquely designed for every farm considering the type of
poultry, the method of keeping and the floor map of the barn.

Our services






Assessment and
consultation
3D simulation model
Drawing up electrical
plan
Manufacturing
Installing (due request)

Components of the system:





AC02 Agro Light-Computer





6 Channel Calibration Desk



PC Software for AC02 Agro Light-Computer (Windows compatible)



DMX-PWM Interfaces



LED Drivers



Phoenix Contact power modules



IP55 protected Moeller switch box



LED Spots
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CONTACT
Dilaco Lighting Kft.
H-7627 Pécs, Kispiricsizma dűlő 33. ۰ Hungary
Phone: +36 72 511-983, +36 72 511-984 ۰ Fax: +36 72 210-987
E-mail: info@dilacolighting.hu

www.dilaco.hu
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